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Review notes from l’hostage/l’ostage [Functional Main Door Lock] 
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tag[s]: the reviewing conditions of review , how to know when to not bolt yet when espe. deployed as 

hostage; non-military deployments, too; and still militia deployments, from years ago … situations 

catastrophic; continued assessments in review, … enforced re-using of titles in dealing with unjust 

identity theft and unjust identity impersonation; fire marshal[l] cues 

 

advanced militia titles: regardless of image matches without confirming cited: d.n.a. like matches and 

beyond [think, digital imaging is conveniently utilized by imposters]  “mother” is not mother unless it is 

mother “brother” is not brother unless it is brother, and so on goes the list; however you are you; and 

undercover paying consequences for others’ violations you are still you cited: underneath it all [/cover] 

 

-Confidential  and confidential work-related materials that can’t be left behind for too long; or left 

behind at all during certain time sequences of deployment; to escape l’hostage 

Key phrase/s: time sequences 
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-No functional lock on main door in the doorway sequence especially creates risk during bath/shower 

time no matter what effect taken in security; with limited security resources 

Key phrase/s: police check demonstrates “police” and not police since they are unable to notice the 

need for a locking door in such circumstance[s] 

-Lunge-ing from opponents and hostage holders, along with nearby sleeping with announcement when 

un-necessary due to the size of the house [hostage location[s] use-ability size] [without a working lock]; 

and mention of physical anatomy un-necessarily so  

Key phrase/s: he/she/they plan to rape who they hold/have held hostage 

-Repeated attempted institutionalizations by their son who is impostering in this case my brother; while 

my actual brother being impostered here is missing in action; is a utilizable combat detail; this brother 

has been impersonated connected to this scene since he was young and from this time cue along with 

repeated “police” visits bringing about nearly no progression in a nearly a two year situation terms of 

hostage exchange for him being missing in action: [the imposter/imposters expect me to call and treat 

them as brother or else?] 

Key phrase/s: he/she/they plan to pay no consequence for the planned rape/rapes; and this is 

testimony that their attempted[s] and attempting rape of me is correlated [the attempting/attempts 

alone] with rapes unjust that they have never paid consequence for  

[other social welfare notes: missing and changed to missing laundry and shower services are correlated 

with potential in unjust rapes and other unjust freedom-loss attempts] 


